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Tube sound (or valve sound) is the characteristic sound associated with a vacuum tube amplifier (valve
amplifier in British English), a vacuum tube-based audio amplifier. At first, the concept of tube sound did not
exist, because practically all electronic amplification of audio signals was done with vacuum tubes and other
comparable methods were not known or used.
Tube sound - Wikipedia
Back to Home Page [Tube Data Page ][Tube & Tube Amp Links Page ][Dynaco Upgrades ][Dusty Files Part
1 Part 2][Other Triode Pages][Schematic Index][Studio Schematics][][][Frequently Asked Questions][How To
Find Us] Also see Studio & Music Electronics page for electronic crossovers, mic preamps, compressors,
reverbs, tremolos, etc. Triode Other Pages and Links Page for other tube related info ...
Triode Electronics: On Line Schematics Index
6SN7 â€“ PUSH - PULL LINE STAGE LAST REVISED 2/24/2001 Ã“ R.F.SEARS JANUARY, 2001 1.0
Introduction. This line stage was designed as a companion for the KT88 (triode) mono-block power
amplifiers.
6SN7Push-Pull Line Stage - Triodeguy's Homepage
The output bias circuits supply negative DC voltage to the N type VFETs and positive to the P types. VFETs
are also depletion mode parts, where current likes to flow with 0 volts input, and the bias circuit is like using a
brake pedal.
Sony VFETs in Push-Pull Class A - FIRST WATT
DIY Audio Home. 307A push-pull amp. I've been playing with the 307A directly heated pentode for a while
now. It's really one of my favorite tubes.
307A Push-Pull Amp - pmillett.com
The basic gain stage for a valve amplifier is the auto-biased common cathode stage, in which an anode
resistor, the valve, and a cathode resistor form a potential divider across the supply rails.
Valve audio amplifier technical specification - Wikipedia
I've tried to list links where there is (1) a picture, and (2) a schematic. Some of the pages are in other
languages, particularly German. Where I don't want to slog through in a half-understood language, I use
Google's translation page.
Homebrew Radio Links - K3UH (Russ)
Here is an example of that 2nd harmonic character seen in the blue waveform: The SIT-3 represents a
departure from the SIT-1 and SIT-2. The design has moved closer to the mainstream in amplifier offerings in
almost every respect, including a
FIRST WATT SIT-3 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
There is also a photoconductive sensor cell manufactured (circa 1963) by GE in a Compactron envelope. It's
type Z-2946, and what little I know about it is here.If you ever run across a data sheet, please let me know.
Compactron Tubes: A Junkbox Guide
â€” Since 1999 â€” Welcome to over 50 articles on amplifiers, tube-based preamps, crossovers, headphone
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amplifiers, single-ended amplifiers, push-pull amplifiers, Circlotron circuit design, hybrid amplifiers, cascode
circuits, White cathode followers, grounded-cathode amplifiers, tube series regulators and shunt regulators,
the Aikido amplifier, tranformer coupling, DACs and tubes â€” and ...
Tube CAD Journal
The driver has a very nice harmonic profile, with the 3rd harmonic always below the 2nd. At lower levels, the
2nd is about the only harmonic that's measurable.
813 SE triode amps - Pete Millett's DIY Audio pages
Of course just like transistor amps, tube amps come in different flavors of operational classes and circuits.
Push-pull or single ended, class A or A/B are only a few of the choices amplifier designers and manufacturers
have at their disposal to get the desired results.
6moons audio reviews: Triode Corp. 300B monos, 300B
Huh? Tubes Running with 12V on the Plates? Yup. That, or even less. You don't have to risk your skin
building 250V power supplies just to build a simple radio receiver with tubes.
Space Charge and Other Low-Voltage Tubes - Junkbox
audio circuit schematics. I/V DAC tube converter Trans_IV-3.png. Audio Note 2A3 amp model Neiro
audionoteneiro.pdf: Stromberg Carlson ASE-8 with 7355 output tubes
stromberg-carlson-ase8-amplifier-schematic.pdf
AMPLIMOS one stage amplifiers, amplificatori audio monostadio
8/11/2009 PLAYMASTER AMPLIFIER & PREAMP Page 1 of 13 1. Summary Playmaster No.11 Amplifier &
Control Unit No.6 Preamplifier. Commercial project kits â€“ unknown provider. Preamp joins to amp with 6-pin
cable assembly.
PLAYMASTER AMPLIFIER & PREAMP Page 1 of 13
The Thunderchief project, released in March 2004, was the first runoffgroove.com circuit that was developed
using the tubes-to-FETs process. Enlightened and inspired by Doug Hammond's excellent Meteor circuit, we
used the same approach in an effort to capture some of the legendary magic of the Marshall Super Lead.
Thor - Runoff Groove
Clarion: A Simple 2A3 Design Project This noted designer offers a novel solution for high line voltages. By
Jim Hagerman One of the things that lure DIYers to build SET (single-ended triode) amplifiers is their great
Clarion: A Simple 2A3 Design Project - hagtech.com
6 Apart from the vital valve tone this ingenious power amp design provides, it also allows us to replicate
various â€œcircuit characteristicsâ€• that are unique to the all-valve
AD15VT-XL AD30VT-XL AD50VT-XL AD100VT-XL - www.voxshowroom.com
3 - pins SMD-codes DDDAAATTTABOOK SMD-codes Active SMD semiconductor components marking
codes â€¢ 301.000 SMD-codes for active semiconductor components: â€¢ Diodes, Transistors, Thyristors,
Integrated Circuit s
SMD-codes 2014 edition - Turuta
A simple explanation of how a transistor works in a circuit, and how to connect transistors to create a number
of different circuits. No mathematics and no complex wording. Just a completely different approach you can
understand . . . TOPICS: Adjustable Current Power Supply
The Transistor Amplifier - Talking Electronics
Border Patrol Audio Electronics: tube amplifiers, tube pre-amplifiers and tube power supply units. Hand made
tube amplifiers constructed without compromise. State of the art 300B triode amplifiers housed in elegant
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wooden chassis with external power supply units.
BorderPatrol Audio Electronics Equipment Reviews
View and Download Great Wall Florid 2008 service manual online. Great Wall Florid. Florid 2008 Automobile
pdf manual download.
GREAT WALL FLORID 2008 SERVICE MANUAL Pdf Download.
Blackstar HT1R Series Guitar Combo Amplifier with Reverb The innovative HT-1R offers unbelievable tube
sound in a compact format. Using the dual-triode 12AU7, wired in a push-pull circuit, produces the crunch
and break-up characteristics of a traditional 100 Watt amp at a much lower volume.
Blackstar HT1R Series Guitar Combo Amplifier with Reverb
The innovative HT-1 offers unbelievable tube sound in a compact format. Using the dual-triode 12AU7, wired
in a push-pull circuit, produces the crunch and break-up characteristics of a traditional 100 Watt amp at a
much lower volume.
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